Juan Pablo Marìn calls them *the fruit of the mountains*: the crystals that inspire him as a photographer among the steep cliffs of Göschenen in Uri’s raw uplands. It took these marvels millions of years of gestation, deep in the earth, before they were ready for explorers to find them.

Marìn’s portraits of crystal seekers, those who live on the mountain and in the mountain, who make their living from the mountain but above all who live with the mountain, tell of their passion and love for its stones, of their awe and respect for nature. Marìn’s pictures offer a glimpse of these people, and of their landscape, refracted through the crystals they search for. His is a condensation of the metaphorical, of the mighty poetry of time and decay, of the mountains’ effect on body and spirit.

And indeed, born in 1983 in Columbia and raised 1400 meters above sea level in the town of Armenia, surrounded by the Andes, Juan Pablo Marìn sees himself as a *montañero*, a man of the mountains.

**An exhibition in partnership with Kanton Uri and Kunstdepot Göschenen Foundation**

**Place and dates**
From 21st June to 31st August 2019
Old church Göschenen (Uri)
lower part of the village, turn left from Göscheneralpstrasse

**Varnishing**: 21st June, 17:30

**Opening hours**:
Saturday-Sunday: 11:30 - 16:30
outside opening hours on request / contact: 076 371 09 26

**Press review**
MILLIONEN VON JAHREN WARTEN

JUAN PABLO MARIN
FOTOGRAF KOLUMBIEN
ALTE KIRCHE GÖSCHENEN
Unterdorf, Abzweigung links
von Göscheneralpstrasse
6487 Gösgen

Öffnungszeiten
Samstag bis Sonntag
11.30 – 16.30 Uhr
außerhalb Öffnungszeiten auf Anfrage
Kontakt: 076 371 89 26

AUSSTELLUNG
21. JUNI BIS 31. AUGUST 2019
Vernissage Freitag 21. Juni
ab 17.30 Uhr
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